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1. PERSONAL DATA, EDUCATION, AND CAREER

Place and date of birth: Feltre (BL) Italy, 6 July 1975.
Citizenship: Italian.
Domiciles in the last 3 years: Austria (23 months, Nov. 2002-Jun. 2003, Jan.2004-Mar. 2005), Germany (6 months), Italy

(official residence).

Academic degrees: Research Doctoral degree in Computational Mathematics 17 February 2003 at University
of Padova, Italy. Title of the thesis:  Constructive Methods for Numerical Applications in
Signal Processing and Homogenization Problems (no marks are given in Italy).

 
Laurea in Matematica (Master degree)  28 October 1999 at University of Padova, Italy,
with mark 110/110 summa cum laude. Title of the thesis: A Method for the Representation
and the Comparison of Digital Images Independently of Rotations. A Contribution to the
Computer Assisted Reconstruction of the Art Frescoes in in the Eremitani Church in Padua
(Italian).

Current positions: since 1st June 2003: research grant Wavelets e Frames in teoria della approssimazione in
the  discipline  sector  MAT/08-Numerical  Analysis at  the  Department  of  Mathematical
Methods and Models for the Applied Sciences, University of Rome "La Sapienza", Italy;

since 1st May 2004: Individual Marie Curie Fellowship (European Commission - Research
Directorate-General)  with  title  Flexible  Time-Frequency  Decompositions  and  Adaptive
Treatment of Operator Equations by Frames at NuHAG (the Numerical Harmonic Analysis
Group), Faculty of Mathematics, University of Vienna, Austria (proposal FTFDORF-FP6-
501018).

Previous positions:

Jan.-Mar. 2004 Marie Curie Fellowship  (Forschung Mitarbeiter) EU-network RTN HASSIP (Harmonic
Analysis and Statistics for Signal and Image Processing) contract HPRN-CT-2002-00285, at
NuHAG. 

Jul.-Dec. 2003 Marie  Curie  Fellowship  (Wissenschaftlicher  Mitarbeiter)  EU-network  RTN  HASSIP
(Harmonic Analysis and Statistics  for Signal and Image Processing)  contract HPRN-CT-
2002-00285,  at  ZeTeM  (Zentrum  fuer  Technomathematik)  Fachbereich  3  -
Mathematik/Informatik Universitaet Bremen, Germany, cooperating in the same period with
AG  Numerik/Wavelet-Analysis  Group,  Fachbereich  Mathematik  und  Informatik  der
Philipps-Universitaet Marburg, Germany.

May.-Jun. 2003 Marie Curie Fellowship  (Forschung Mitarbeiter) EU-network RTN HASSIP (Harmonic
Analysis and Statistics for Signal and Image Processing) contract HPRN-CT-2002-00285, at
NuHAG.

Nov. 2002-Apr. 2003 Scholarship (Oesterreich Stipendium) offered by OEAD/BAMO and the Federal Ministery
for  Education,  Science,  and  Culture  (BMBWK),  Austria,  for  Doc/PostDoc  activity  at
NuHAG.

Nov. 1999-Oct. 2002 Doctoral scholarship in Computational Mathematics at  the Dept.  Maths University of
Padova, Italy. 

Contracts, cooperations, and scientific prizes:

May. 2003 Coopertion  Contract (project  Operatoren  fuer  Zeit-Frequenz  Analysis) for  the  re-
organization of the NuHAG Gabor Server  
(http://www.mat.univie.ac.at/~nuhag/Gabor/index.html) to insert more abstracts and links, at
the NuHAG.

Dec. 1999-Dec. 2002 Cooperation  for the preparation and the realization of the Progetto Mantegna of University
of  Padova  (in  agreement  with    Soprintendenza  per  il  Patrimonio  Storico  Artistico  e
Demoetnoantropologico del Veneto, Fondazione Cassa di Risparmio di Padova e Rovigo and
Curia Vescovile di Padova), for planning, development, and management of the Mantegna
Project  Laboratory (via Carlo Dottori 7/B, Padova, Italy).



See http://www.pd.infn.it/~labmante/.
Aug. 1999 Scientific Prize for “A scientific work on the computer restoration of the fragments of the

art  frescoes  in  the  Eremitani's  Church  in  Padua”,  Dept.  Physics  “Galileo  Galilei”,
University of Padova, Italy.

Oct. 1998-Apr. 1999 Cooperation for  the  development  of  an  efficient  Digital  Image  Pattern  Recognition
software at the Dept. Physics “Galileo Galilei”, University of Padova, Italy.

Other recent research activity and cooperation

At AG Numerik/Wavelet-Analysis Group, Fachbereich Mathematik und Informatik der Philipps-Universitaet
Marburg, Germany in the periods 8-12 March 2004, 23-26 June 2004, 16-27 August 2004, e 6-16 March 2005. 

Communication skills:  fluent English, good Spanish, native Italian. Basic French and German.

Computer and programming skills: 
programming languages: experience of  C/C++, Java, Fortran, HTML and CGI standards; 
software  development:  TCP/IP  client-server  software  for  distributed  high  perfomance
computing for image processing applications; parallel computing on Cray T3E and beowulfs;
author of anefficient software for image pattern matching and graphical applications;
architecture management:  projecting a computer laboratory based on a  12 PCs cluster
under Linux; 
platforms:  experience  on  Pentium/Athlon  (Windows-Linux),  Alpha  (Unix),  SGI-Indigo2
Impact1000 (Irix 6.5.x) machines, and Cray T3E (Unix);
maths software:  Mathematica,  Matlab; experience of  MSLib (Multiscale  library)  by K.
Urban et al.;
editors: standard MS office tools, TeX/LaTeX.

AVAILABILITY

Currently the candidate can continue his activity on the basis of the Individual Marie Curie Fellowship until the end of
April 2006. From May 2006 he is available for research positions for at least three (3) years in Universities, Research
Centres and Private Institutes.

2. SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH ACTIVITY

2.1 Research directions:

-Numerical harmonic analysis

-Time-frequency and wavelet methods

-Signal and image processing, and data analysis

-Numerical treatment of (pseudo-)differential equations by frame adaptive schemes

-Engineering and software applications for the conservation of cultural heritage (art fresco restoration), and numerical

simulation

During his research activity, the candidate has developed studies on  frames, i.e. stable, redundant, and nonorthogonal
expansions in  Banach (function)  spaces,  and  their  applications  in  digital  signal  and  image processing,  and  for  the
formulation of innovative schemes for the numerical solution of integral and differential equations.  
Introduced by Duffin and Schaeffer in 1952 in studies related to nonharmonic Fourier series, frames play a crucial role in
sampling theory,  wavelet, and time-frequency (Gabor) analysis.  They differ  from bases since the coefficients  of an
expansion with respect to a frame are in general not unique, defining an intrinsic redundancy in the representation of
functions (signals).
Such property can be in fact exploited in those applications where numerical stability, noise and error tolerance are
fundamental.  Among traditional and classical  applications of frames, one can already count digital  signal and image
processing, data compression and restoration, data (wireless) transmission. Not yet much known are indeed the properties
of such expansions as a tool of discretization for the numerical solution of integral and differential equations, and more
general pseudodifferential equations. Recently the candidate has focused his attention on the latter research direction with
expected potential applications in robust numerical simulation and regularized inverse problems for signal and image



processing.  

1) One important experience that has characterized the initial stage of his research activity (1999-2002) has been the
development of numerical and software tools for digital image pattern recognition, and their concrete application in the
computer assisted real restoration of frescoes by A. Mantegna et al. in the Ovetari Chapel of the Eremitani Church in
Padova (Italy). Considered as one of the most important testimonials of the Italian Renaissance (1452), this art opera has
been destroyed and fragmented during a dramatic bombing in the Second World War (11 March 1944). Of the masterpiece
by Guariento, Antonio Vivarini, Giovanni D'Alemagna, Nicolò Pizolo, Bono da Ferrara, Ansuino da  Forlì, and of course
Andrea Mantegna circa 88000 fragments still survive now. More technical and historical details on “the state of the art”
can be found in the booklet [P4].
The restoration of this huge incomplete puzzle has been attempted with traditional methods at the Restoration Central
Institute in Rome for several years without reaching a complete mapping of the original positions of the fragments, due to
the intrinsic difficulties of the problem.
During the cooperation at the Department of Physics “G. Galilei” in Padova (Italy) with Domenico Toniolo the candidate
has developed a fast, robust, and efficient [2,7,P1-4,T1-2]  image pattern recognition algorithm, based on (local) circular
harmonic expansions (see in particular [7] for more mathematics details). One remarkable property of such numerical
scheme is its invariance under mutual rotation and affine transformation of the images to compare, which is fundamental
for the detection of a fragment.
In 1999 an experimentation of the algorithm on 1000 sample real fragments has been conducted, for the localization of the
fragment image by comparison with an old gray level picture of the fresco dated to 1920. The results described in the
technical report [P2] showed and confirmed the potential efficiency of such method, motivating then the proposal of a
large scale project for the complete mapping of the positions of all the fragments. This project has involved as (public-
private)  sponsors  and promoting agencies  the  University  of  Padova,  the  Soprintendenza  per  il  Patrimonio  Storico
Artistico e Demoetnoantropologico del Veneto, the Fondazione Cassa di Risparmio di Padova e Rovigo and the Curia
Vescovile di Padova. The project has been funded with c.a. 525000 Euro, with the constitution of a dedicated laboratory
for digital image processing in art restoration (the Mantegna Project Laboratory, Via Carlo Dottori 7/B, Padova, Italy)
where, since 22 October 2001, circa 35 people has been involved for the realization of the computer assisted mapping of
the fragment positions. This stage of the project has been concluded on 23 December 2004. During 2005 the Laboratory
will be dedicated to the organization of the huge amount of data produced in the last three years of research activity in
order to present officially the results of the project in 2006 during the important exhibition that will be organized in
Padova for the Mantegna's anniversary. The special edition of a book dedicated to the Mantegna Project activity is also
planned. 
Inspired by the fresco problem, in [12] a new method for vector valued signal restoration is introduced. In particular such
method have been applied in order to reconstruct the colors of the missing parts of the fresco from the given colors of the
detected fragments and the tracks given by the gray level of the pictures of the frescoes dated to 1920.
Such technique is based both on nonuniform sampling methods and on the minimization of suitable variational problems.
It is expected in 2005 a cooperation with Riccardo March (IAC-CNR, Rome, Italy) for the extension of the variational
problem to BV vector valued functions, by using Gamma-convergence methods (introduced by De Giorgi in the early
1970's). As a consequence of this investigation, a new approach to the quasi-characterization of BV functions by wavelet
coefficients is expected, the latter being a long standing problem in harmonic analysis of BV space.

2) This initial experience has partially inspired the successive scientific production of the candidate in approximation
theory and numerical harmonic analysis, and specifically in the frame theory of  (generalization of) Gabor and wavelet
expansions.  The latter are expansions with respect to functions defined respectively by dilation and translation (wavelets)
and  by modulation and translation (Gabor  frames)  of  a  given analysing function,  as  powerful  tools  of  time/space-
scale/frequency function (signal) analysis.
In [1,3] a general method to construct structured frames (i.e., generated by application of suitable operators) in Hilbert
spaces has been introduced, and later applied in [4] for the formulation of intermediate frames between Gabor and wavelet
ones, by application of suitable combinations of modulations, translations, and dilations.
This study has been motivated by the fact that, even if similar, wavelet and Gabor frame theories have been developed in
the last years almost independently each other. Therefore, the contribution [4] has been an attempt to formulate a unified
theory of such expansions (see also [10]) and for the introduction of new and possibly more flexible tools for applications
in signal processing and in the discretization of operators.
The study of the approximation properties of such expansions and their use in specific problems (signal approximation or
equation  discretization)  require  to  define  which  is  the  class  of  representable  functions  by  such  expansions.  Such
theoretical question has motivated the introduction and the development of the intrinsic localization of frame theory [6],
i.e. the theory of frames with Gramian matrix endowed with special off-diagonal decay properties. This concept has been
first introduced by Groechenig and successively generalized by the candidate for its application in several theoretical
contexts, e.g., see [6,8,10,11-12,T2], and in numerical analysis [9,14]:
Such localized  frames,  that  include the  class  introduced in  [4]  (except  for  some  generalization  of  the  concept  of
localization, see [8]) allow the characterization of canonically associated Banach spaces (of representable functions).
Moreover the  fact  that  they  are  naturally  endowed with  an extra  off-diagonal decay  structure  which  measures  the
approximation properties allows the development of efficient numerical methods for the discretization of operators and



the solution of operator equations [9]. Such theory has shown interesting relations with the spectral theory of involutive
Banach algebras of matrices, leading to some original results even in this direction, included in [6] too.
The theory of intrinsically localized frames has been further generalized in [8] for the characterization by flexible Gabor-
wavelet frames [4] of so called alpha-modulation spaces (introduced at the beginning of the 90's by P. Groebner and H.
G. Feichtinger), as an intermediate class of more classical function spaces known as modulation spaces and Besov spaces. 
Such classical spaces can be derived as coorbit spaces (in the terminology by Feichtinger and Groechenig) associated to
(square) integrable Heisenberg and Affine group representations respectively. A coorbit space Co(Y) is essentially the
retract space by the representation coordinate transform of a given space Y. Alpha modulation spaces cannot be described
as associated to any square integrable representation of the crossed Heisenberg-Affine group.
This observation (derivable from studies by Torresani et al.) has motivated the generalization of the coorbit space theory
as described in the paper [12]: One assumes the existence of suitable (still rather generic, no group structure is assumed in
the background)  continuous frames and (by generalizing the intrinsic localization of frame theory) one can associate
canonically generalized coorbit spaces.  In [12] it is also shown that for suitably localized continuous frames one can
extract by sampling a sub-frame which is discrete still characterizing the same class of coorbit spaces.

Such studies and investigations has been realized, since the period of the Research Doctorate at the University of Padova,
in the context of international cooperations, especially in the European area.
In particular, since 1999-2000, a strong relation of cooperation has been developed with NuHAG, Faculty of Mathematics,
University of Vienna, Austria (coordinated by Hans Georg Feichtinger). First on the basis of regular short term visits, and
then in the context of the European Research Network RNT HASSIP (Harmonic Analysis and Statistics for Signal and
Image Processing), and by the recent award to the candidate by the European Commission of an Intra-European Individual
Marie  Curie  Fellowship  entitled   Flexible  Time-Frequency  Decompositions  and  Adaptive  Treatment  of  Operator
Equations by Frames.
The involvement in HASSIP has allowed furthermore to extend relations of mutual  knowledge with other European
research  groups  and  of  effective  cooperation  with  several  European  researchers,  e.g.,  Stephan  Dahlke  (Marburg,
Germany),  Karlheinz Groechenig (Vienna,  Austria),  Thorsten Raasch (Marburg, Germany),  Holger  Rauhut (Munich,
Germany), Gabriele Steidl (Mannheim, Germany), Rob Stevenson (Utrecht, Holland), Gerd Teschke (Bremen, Germany).

3) In the context  of the cooperation with Stephan Dahlke,  Rob Stevenson, and Thorsten Raasch the construction of
suitable (wavelet) intrinsically localized frames has been introduced [9]. Such frames are defined on domains by tensor
products of wavelet frames on intervals lifted on suitable patches of an overlapping decomposition of the considered
domain [1,3].  Such frames has been used to discretize elliptic differential equations and for the formulation of efficient
adaptive schemes for their numerical solution. The software implementation of the proposed methods and algorithms has
been realized in cooperation with Manuel Werner (Stephan Dahlke's master student). The use of wavelet bases and the
formulation of adaptive schemes for the numerical solution of integral and differential equations has been developed first
by Cohen, Dahlke, Dahmen, DeVore, Urban et al., showing the potential of such methods in several applicative problems
(Laplace, Poisson, (Navier-)Stokes, Maxwell equations). However the bases used in this discretization on domains exhibit
bad conditioning due to the patching through interfaces in disjoint domain decompositions. The intrinsic properties of
redundancy and numerical stabilization of frames (defined on overlapping domain decomposition) offer to avoid the
conditioning  problem  and  an  easier  construction  of  the  discretization.  Currently  under  investigation  are  further
generalizations to magnetohydrodynamic problems [14], where nonlinear equations are involved, in cooperation with
Costanza Conti (Florence, Italy) and Maria Charina (Dortmund, Germany), and to faster adaptive solvers (implementing
gradient  methods),  in  cooperation  also  with  Rob  Stevenson.  As  a  byproduct  of  the  frame  discretization  and  the
corresponding adaptive solvers, new methods to compute efficiently canonical dual frames has been proposed, see [9] for
the first  introduction.  Further  properties  of  the  adaptive schemes for  the  computation of  canonical  dual  frames are
currently under investigation in a joint work with Stephan Dahlke and Karlheinz Groechenig.  
Wavelet decompositions are also a natural tool for multiresolution analysis. Inspired by the results of Beylking et al. in
this direction, such multiscale properties has been studied in [5] for the formulation of efficient numerical schemes of
homogenization of linear elliptic  PDE with  highly oscillating periodic  coefficients,  as  a  combination of  the  known
classical results of the asymptotic theory by Bensousson, Lions, and Papanicolau, and multilevel schemes. 
Current investigations are developed in cooperation with Laura Gori (Rome, Italy) for nonuniform sampling  methods
based on multiresolution analysis spaces defined by generalized refinable functions (called GP-functions) on intervals.

2.2 Synthesis of the activity in approximation theory and numerical harmonic analyis:

[1,3] A decomposition of a Hilbert space H into a quasi-orthogonal family of closed subspaces is introduced. We shall
investigate conditions in order to derive bounded families of corresponding quasi-projectors or resolutions of the identity
operator. Given a local family of atoms, or generalized stable basis, for each subspace, we show that the union of the local
atoms can generate a global frame for the Hilbert space. Corresponding duals can be calculated in a flexible way by means
of systems of quasi-projectors. An application to Gabor frames is presented as example of the use of this technique, for
calculation of duals and explicit estimates of lattice constants.



[4] In this paper we present a general construction of frames, which allows to ensure that certain families of functions
(atoms) obtained by a suitable combination of translation, modulation and dilation form Banach frames for the family of
L2-Sobolev spaces of any order. In this construction a parameter alpha in [0,1) governs the dependence of the dilation
factor  as a function of on the frequency parameter. The well-known Gabor and wavelet frames (also valid for the same
scale of Hilbert spaces) using suitable Schwartz functions as building blocks arise as special cases (alpha = 0) and limiting
case (alpha -> 1) respectively. In contrast to those limiting cases it is no longer possible to use group theoretic arguments.
Nevertheless we will show how to constructively ensure that for Schwartz analysing atoms and any sufficiently dense, but
discrete and well structured family of parameters one can guarantee the frame property. As a consequence of this novel
constructive technique, one can generate quasi-coherent dual frames by an iterative algorithm. As will be shown in a
subsequent  paper  the  newly  frames  introduced  here  generate  Banach  frames  for  corresponding  families  of  alpha-
modulation spaces.

[6] Several concepts for the localization of a frame are studied. The intrinsic localization of a frame is defined by the
decay properties of its Gramian matrix. Our main result asserts that the canonical dual frame possesses the same intrinsic
localization as the original frame. The proof relies heavily on Banach algebra techniques, in particular on recent spectral
invariance properties for certain Banach algebras of infinite matrices. Intrinsically localized frames extend in a natural
way to Banach frames for a class of associated Banach spaces which are defined by weighted l^p-coefficients of their
frame expansions. As an example the time-frequency concentration of distributions is characterized by means of localized
(nonuniform) Gabor frames.

[8,10]  These papers are concerned with the characterization of alpha-modulation spaces by Banach frames, i.e., stable and
redundant  non-orthogonal  expansions,  constituted  of  functions  obtained  by  a  suitable  combination  of  translation,
modulation and dilation of a mother atom.  In particular, the parameter alpha in [0,1] governs the dependence of the
dilation factor on the frequency. The result is achieved by exploiting intrinsic properties of localization of such frames.
The well-known Gabor and wavelet frames arise as special cases (alpha = 0) and limiting case (alpha -> 1), to characterize
respectively modulation and Besov spaces. This intermediate theory contributes to a further answer to the theoretical need
of a common interpretation and framework between Gabor and wavelet theory and to the construction of new tools for
applications in time-frequency analysis, signal processing, and numerical analysis.

[12] A continuous frame is a family of vectors in a Hilbert space which allows reproductions of arbitrary elements by
continuous superpositions. Associated to a given continuous frame we construct certain Banach spaces.
Many classical function spaces can be identified as such spaces. We provide a general method to derive Banach frames
and atomic decompositions for these Banach spaces by sampling the continuous frame. This is done by generalizing
the coorbit space theory developed by Feichtinger and Groechenig. As an important tool the concept of localization of
frames is extended to continuous frames. As a byproduct we give a partial answer to the question  raised by Ali, Antoine
and Gazeau whether any continuous frame admits a corresponding discrete realization generated by sampling.

2.3 Synthesis of the activity in digital signal and image processing:

[2] In signal processing, discrete  convolutions are usually involved in fast  calculating coefficients of time-frequency
decompositions like wavelet and Gabor frames. Depending on the regularity of the mother analyzing functions, one wants
to  detect  the  right  resolution  in  order  to  achieve good approximations  of  coefficients.  Local–global  conditions  on
functions in order to get the convergence rate of Riemann-type sums to their scalar products in L2 are presented. Wiener
amalgam spaces, in particular W(C°,l^2) for the space-time domain and W(L2,l1) for the frequency domain, give natural
norms in order to estimate errors. In particular, relations between the rate of convergence of these series to integrals by
increasing resolution and the (minimal) required Besov regularity are presented by means of functional and harmonic
analysis techniques.

[7,P1-4,T1-2] We discuss the realization of a fast, robust and accurate pattern matching algorithm for comparison of
digital images implemented by discrete Circular Harmonic expansions based on sampling theory. The algorithm and its
performance for re-assembling fragmented digital images are described in detail and illustrated by examples and data from
the experimentation on an art fresco real problem. Because of the huge database of patterns and the large scale dimension,
the results of the experimentation are relevant to describe the power of discrimination and the efficiency of such method. 

[13] This paper concerns with nonuniform sampling and interpolation methods combined with variational models for the
solution of a generalized image inpainting problem and the restoration of digital signals. In particular, we discuss the
problem of reconstructing a digital signal/image from a very few, sparse, and complete information and a substantial
incomplete information, which will be assumed as the result of a nonlinear distortion. As a typical and inspiring example,
we illustrate the concrete problem of the color restoration of a destroyed art fresco from its few known fragments and
some gray picture taken prior to the damage. Numerical implementations are included together with several examples and
numerical results  to illustrate  the proposed method. The numerical experience suggests furthermore that a particular



system of coupled Hamilton-Jacobi equations is well-posed.

2.4 Synthesis of the activity in numerical solution of (pseudo)differential equations:

[9] This paper is concerned with the development of adaptive numerical methods for elliptic operator equations. We are
especially interested in discretization schemes based on frames. The central objective is to derive an adaptive frame
algorithm which is guaranteed to converge for a wide range of cases. As a core ingredient we use the concept of Gelfand
frames which induces equivalences between smoothness norms and weighted sequence norms of frame coefficients. It
turns out that this Gelfand characteristic of frames is closely related to their localization properties.
We also give constructive  examples of Gelfand wavelet  frames on bounded domains.  Finally,  an application to  the
efficient adaptive computation of canonical dual frames is presented.

 [14]   This work is concerned with the development of adaptive numerical schemes for some nonlinear variational
problems.  The  discretization  of  the  variational  problems  is  done  by  representing  the  solution  as  a  suitable  frame
decomposition,  i.e.,  a  complete,  stable,  and  redundant  expansion.  The  discretization  yields  an equivalent  nonlinear
problem defined on l2(N), the space of the frame coefficients.  The discrete  problem is then adaptively solved using
approximated nested fixed point  and Richardson type iterations.  Convergence to  the original solution,  stability,  and
complexity of the scheme are shown. This constitutes a theoretical advantage, for example, with respect to adaptive finite
element schemes for which convergence and complexity results are hard to prove yet. The use of frames is
further  motivated  by their  redundancy,  which  has been shown numerically  to  improve  the  conditioning of  discrete
problems. Plus, frames are usually easier to construct than  Riesz bases. As a relevant and inspiring application, we show
how to use the adaptive scheme we propose for approximately solving the equations governing magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) flows, once suitable frame expansions are constructed.

[5] A time-frequency interpretation of the classical asymptotic theory of homogenization for elliptic PDE with periodic
coefficients  is  presented and the relations with known multilevel/multiscale  numerical schemes are investigated. We
formulate a new fast iterative algorithm for the approximation of homogenized solutions based on the combination of
these two apparently different approaches. The asymptotic homogenization process is interpreted as a migration to infinity
of the frequencies related to microscale contributions and the discovering of those related to the homogenized solution. At
different scale/frequency of the periodic coefficients of the operator, band-pass filters select only the contributions of the
homogenized solution which is then composed as the limit of an iterative procedure. This novel method can be interpreted
in case of finite difference discretizations as a generalized non-stationary subdivision scheme and its convergence and
stability are discussed. In particular, stable compositions of the homogenized solution are investigated in relation with the
contracting behavior of specific operators generated by reduction processes and Schur's complements of suitable matrices
produced by discretizations via wavelets and multiscale bases.
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[C2] With D. Toniolo: Presentazione nazionale del "Progetto Mantegna", Salone Internazionale del Restauro, Fiera
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[C3] Flexible Gabor-wavelet transform and discrete frames, Dept. Maths, Universy of Udine, 19 October 2001.
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● Marco  Zantoni,  2002:  “Trasformate  di  Gabor  e  calcolo  dell'operatore  inverso:  teoria  e  algoritmi”,
Universita' di Udine, tesi di Laurea in Matematica (110/110 summa cum laude).

● Olga De Biasio, 2003: “Le lingue della comunicazione scientifica in Italia: una indagine su alcune riviste
specialistiche del settore della matematica”, Universita' degli Studi di Modena e Reggio Emilia, tesi di Laurea
di primo livello in Lingue e Culture Europee (summa cum laude). 

● Manuel Werner, 2005:”Adaptive Frame-Verfahren fuer elliptische Randwertprobleme”, Philipps Universitaet
Marburg (Germania), Master thesis (full marks: 1). 
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• Participation  to  the  organization  of  the  conference  "Classical  and  New  Approximation  Spaces:  Theory  and
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• The candidate is referee for the following journals:
Applied  and  Computational  Harmonic  Analysis,  Journal  of  Function  Spaces  and  Applications,  IEEE  Signal
Processing Letters, IEEE Transaction of Image Processing, Mathematische Nachrichten, Computer Graphics Forum,
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• The candidate is member of EMS (European Mathematical Society), UMI (Unione Matematica Italiana), SIMAI
(Societa'  Italiana di  Matematica  Applicata  e  Industriale),  and GNCS (Gruppo Nazionale  IndAM per il  Calcolo
Scientifico).

• The candidate is full member of the Marie Curie Fellowship Association.
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